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Window Security Bars – Forced Entry protection 

Window Security Bars are a traditional and high-level protection solution for window security. Designed to either face fix to  

the outside of the window or reveal fix on the inside of the window they provide protection to stop unwanted intrusion into 

your home/business. 

Once in place, the structure provides a significant visual deterrent as well as providing an actual physical protection barrier 

against the most resolute vandals and thieves by substantially increasing the difficulty and delay of attempted break ins.   

The Window Security Bars are manufactured from high strength steel bars to maximise resistance to cutting with heavy-duty 

steel spaces to resist bars being bent. 

All Window Security Bars come in a fully galvanised finish (optional painted finish on request) and include fixings where 

applicable. 

Proven security 

The Window Security Bars have long been deployed on sites to prevent intruder access and while they are not necessarily 

the most aesthetically pleasing they are, of course a highly functional, well proven and a low cost solution to combat forced 

entry intrusion. 

Ease of Installation 

The Window Security Bars are manufactured to suit your exact requirements and can be easily installed to most windows as 

home kits, however for greater piece of mind our team can provide pre-order surveys, installation and ongoing maintenance 

checks. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 

 

GRILLE DIMENSIONS No real limitations, Window Security Bars are made to fit the dimensions of your windows.                                                                      

CONSTRUCTION Bars are S275JR Solid Steel 16ml Bars (20ml bars option available for higher security 
environments) 
Anti-Bend spacer bars fabricated using S275JR 5ml flat steel 

STANDARD FINISH Fully hot dip \Galvanised (Optional painted finish) 

PRODUCT RATING Medium-High Security 

EASE OF INSTALLATION Two-person installation 
Wall fixings provided 
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